GETTING STARTED
WHAT DO I FIND HERE
Well just the basics. We’ll walk you through the
controls of the game, the different icons on your
display while you play and some more information
about things you can see in the menus and in game!

BASIC GAMEPLAY
Not that much to it. You run around the level with
Bash, and make sure you defeat all the enemies.
The controls are listed further in this instruction
kit. Basicly you use the keyboard to run around and
jump, and the mouse to look around and shoot.
Rember to collect scrap to get your scrap amount
up! You can get more scrap by collecting the ghosts
of the enemies. They pop right out of their machines
as soon as you defeat them.

CONTROL BASH
Walk forward
Walk backward
Strafe left
Strafe right
Jump
Perform an action
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* These controls are set by default, you can change them in
the options screen

NAVIGATE MENUS
Use the arrow keys to navigate through the menus.
Press ENTER to enter a menu screen. Use the
ESCAPE button to go to the previous screen.
Any special controls are indicated on the bottom of
the involving menu screen.

THE GAME INTERFACE
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1 Scrap amount
2 Torso health
3 Weapon and ammunition
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4 Helmet status
5 Arms status
6 Legs status

HEALTH AND DAMAGE
AUTOLOCK
As long as the healthbar of your helmet is not
empty, Bash will aim and shoot at the nearest
enemy automaticly. When your helmet is broken,
autolock will work no more.

LEGS
Once the health bar of Bash his legs is empty, he
will have to walk a lot slower and jump less high.

TORSO
Bash’ torso is his most vital part. If this is broken,
he dies. It is represented by the main health bar.

HOTZONES
HOTZONE
Are they really that hot? Well no, but when you
stand in one of those shiny yellow areas and you hit
the ACTION BUTTON, something will happen. Just
sit thight!

VENDOMATIC & HOTZONES
VENDOMATIC
Need to charge up after an invigorating battle?
This luxury robo-spa gives Bash new shooting
power and can also fully restore his body. You
can heal individual body parts fully using the
ENTER key, or just bit by bit, by pressing the
SPACEBAR. That is, if you have collected enough
scrap. You can collect more scrap by collecting
enemy ghosts. You can also recharge your
weapons. Just go to the Ammo box and scroll
your mouse to select those cannons.
And when you're done, it's time
to rock and roll again.

MENU SCREENS
WEAPONS
Blast or burn? If you want to know what power
Bash has in his hands, then this is the place to be!
You can check information about each weapon, and
see it turning in its greatest glory!

OPTIONS
Don't like the way he moves? Or do you just want to
crank up the display settings? All of that can be
done in the options screen. You can set your own
keys, you can change the resolution of the game,
whether it runs fullscreen or not, if you want cool
shadows or not; and what quality and last of all you
can tweak the brightness a bit.

QUIT
Well, ... the name says it all doesn't it? So long,
farewell, auf Wiedersehen, goodbye.

